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ABSTRACT 

In this paper, a new protocol named Modified Cooperative Access with Relay’s Data (MCARD) for 
wireless local area networks is proposed. MCARD gives remote stations chance to send their 

information by using intermediate stations (relays) to Access Point. In the MCARD, a relay and 

source stations send their information simultaneously to the access point and relay station, 

respectively, using a smart antenna technique. A uniform circular array of 12 half-wave dipole 

antenna elements is considered to control the array beam-forming of both relay and source stations. 

Analytical and simulation results show that MCARD can significantly improve system quality of 

service (QOS) in terms of throughput and delay under ideal channel conditions. 

Keywords: cooperative communication, MAC, UCA, WLAN. 

1. Introduction 

IEEE 802.11 Wireless Local Area Network (WLAN) standards [1–4] have been globally 

accepted and adopted to provide wireless broadband access services in office, home and 

city hotspot areas. They can support multiple transmission data rates according to the 

channel conditions between wireless stations and Access Point (AP). For example, the 

IEEE 802.11b WLAN [2] supports the data-rates of 11, 5.5, 2 and 1 Mbps to the AP. Low 

data rate stations have negative effects on the performance of the overall throughput in the 

network. Over the shared communication channel, these stations take longer time to 

transmit fixed packet to the AP compared to the high data rate stations. Therefore, the 

overall system     performance is degraded [5]. 

The concept of cooperative communication is considered in the literature to improve link 

capacity, transmission reliability and network coverage in multiuser wireless 

communication networks[6–13].In which, multiple stations in a wireless network 

coordinate their packet transmissions and share each other’s resources. In [14–21] a source 

node with low data-rate uses a neighboring high data rate station as a relay to forward its 

information to the AP considering only omnidirectional antenna. As a result, the other 

nodes have to wait until the source node’s transmission is completed affecting negatively 
on the system performance.  However, the performance can be improved when the shared 

channel is occupied with more than one transmission from different nodes at the same 

time. This can be achieved by using smart antenna techniques [22-23]. 

Smart antenna arrays with adaptive beam-forming capability are found to be very 

effective in the suppression of interference and multipath signals. The techniques of 

placing nulls in the antenna patterns to suppress interference and maximizing their gain in 

the direction of desired signal have received considerable attention in the past and are still 

of great interest using evolutionary algorithms such as genetic algorithms (GA) and 
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Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO)[24-25]. Recently, the Gravitational search algorithm 

(GSA) is a new optimization technique based on the law of gravity and mass interaction 

[26] is considered. A set of various problems were examined and in most cases the GSA 

provided superior or at least comparable results with Real Genetic Algorithm (RGA) and 

PSO [27].  

Different smart antenna array geometries are proposed including mainly uniform linear 

arrays (ULA) and uniform circular arrays (UCA). It is found that, the ULA does not work 

equally well in all azimuthal directions.  However, the UCA geometry can be electronically 

rotated in the plane of the array without a significant change of the beam shape [28].  

In this paper, a new protocol named Modified Cooperative Access with Relay’s Data 
(MCARD) for wireless local area networks based on smart antenna system is proposed.  

This protocol takes the advantages of both cooperative communication and smart antenna 

techniques optimized using the GSA. A low data-rate station, source node, sends its 

information to the AP through a high data-rate node, a relay node. In addition, the relay 

node sends its own information to the AP at the same time of receiving the information 

from the source node.  Therefore, the system performance can be highly improved by using 

smart antenna techniques and the concept of cooperative communication.  

The reminder of paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the signal model, the 

design of antenna and the estimation of steering problem. Section 3 introduces the system 

model and the proposed MCARD protocol. The analytical model of the proposed MCARD 

protocol is given in Section 4. Analytical and simulation results are presented and 

discussed in Section 5, followed by conclusions in Section 6. 

2. System Model 

In this research a multi-rate WLAN IEEE 802.11b is considered. The IEEE 802.11b 

supports data rates 1, 2, 5.5, and 11 Mbps. As shown in Fig.1, a source station with low 

data-rate sends its information to the AP through a high-data rate relay station to improve 

its communication performance with the AP.  A low data-rate source station continuously 

evaluates its high data-rate neighboring stations and selects the best one as its potential 

relay station. The source station makes decision to use direct or cooperative link based on 

the following equation.   

 

where  stand for source-AP data-rate, Source-Relay data-rate, and 

Relay-AP data-rate, respectively.  In addition, the antennas of both source and relay 

stations are  designed  based on the concept of smart antenna technology. A smart antenna 

array consists of M identical elements that can maximize the signal toward desired 

directions while minimizing the signals toward other directions. For adaptive array of UCA 

using space division multiple access (SDMA), the optimal radiation patterns design of 

smart antennas of both source and relay stations are developed based on the Gravitational 

Search Algorithm (GSA) technique. The AP antenna is assumed to be omnidirectional. 
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Fig. 1. System Model 

3. The MCARD Algorithm 

The proposed MCARD protocol supports two transmission modes. If a relay node is 

available, the source node sends its information cooperatively; otherwise the source node 

sends its information directly to the AP. As shown in Fig. 2 under cooperative transmission, 

the source node sends a cooperative RTS (CRTS) packet omnidirectionally to both AP and 

relay. Upon receiving the CRTS, the AP replies with CTS omnidirectionally to the source 

and relay nodes after short inter-frame space (SIFS). If a Relay CTS (RCTS) packet from 

the relay node is successfully received at the right time instant, the source node sends its 

data packetat at the data-rate  using directional beam pattern to only the relay node. The 

relay node sends its own data packet using also directional beam pattern to the AP and 

receives from the source node at the same time.  Then, the relay node sends the source’s 
data packet to the AP at the data-rate  after finishing the transmission of its own data 

packet. If the AP receives the data packet from either source or relay nodes or both; the AP 

sends a Cooperative ACK (CACK) packet. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2. Transmission under cooperative communication 

If the relay node is not ready to cooperate, the source node sends it data packet directly to 

the AP after receiving the CTS packet as shown in Fig. 3. The AP replies with ACK packet 

when the data packet from the source node is received correctly. 
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Fig. 3. transmission under noncooperative communication (direct) 

4. Smart Antenna Array Beam-Forming 

To achieve the desired goals of the proposed MCARD to transmit directionally from the 

source to the relay and from the relay to the AP simultaneously, an antenna array is 

proposed. The array structure consists of Misotropic elements uniformly distributed along 

the perimeter of a circle of radius as shown in Fig.4. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 4. Geometry of the UCA with  elements. 

For beam-forming synthesis, the feeding of each antenna element (amplitude and phase) 

needs to be optimized to maximize the main-lobe to certain directions. In this study the 

Gravitational Search Algorithm (GSA) is proposed to synthesize the beam-pattern by 

optimizing the antenna feeding parameters. GSA is based on the law of gravity and mass 

interaction [15]. The algorithm considers agents as objects consisting of different masses. 

Each agent in GSA is specified by four parameters: position of the mass in  dimension, 

inertia mass, active gravitational mass and passive gravitational mass. The positions of the 

mass of an agent at specified dimensions represent a solution of the problem and the inertia 

mass of an agent reflects its resistance to make its movement slow. Both the gravitational 

mass and the inertial mass, which control the velocity of an agent in specified dimension, 

are computed by fitness evolution of the problem, the positions of the agents in specified 
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dimensions (solutions) are updated every iteration and the best fitness along with its 

corresponding agent is stored. The principle of GSA is shown in Error! Reference source 

not found.5, and more details are listed in [26]. 

The quality of an antenna beam-forming is expressed mathematically by an objective 

function which represents the interface between the physical problem and the optimization 

algorithm. In general, the objective function could be the antenna gain, directivity, SLL, or 

some kind of weighted sum of all these factors. Therefore, The following objective 

function rewards the antenna array for maximizing the output power toward the desired 

signal at . 

 

where  is the antenna array factor at angle  (desired node direction) and the 

constant  is the weight of the i
th
 desired direction that controls the priority of maximizing 

the power to a certain direction rather than others. In this paper, the source desired 

direction is the relay node position. Whereas the relay node has two desired directions, one 

direction to receive from the source and the other direction to send to the AP as shown in 

Fig. 1. 

5. Performance Evaluation 

5. 1. Markov chain model 

In [20-21], Markov chain model is proposed. A two-dimensional Markov chain model 

shown in Fig. 6 and consider the frame retry limits. Two parameters, backoff stage and 

backoff counter value, are used to describe the state of an IEEE 802.11b node. The pair 

(backoff stage, backoff counter value), referred to as (i, k), describes the state of a node. 

The backoff stage, i, starts at 0 at the first attempt to transmit a packet and is increased by 1 

every time a transmission attempt results in a collision, up to a maximum value m. The 

counter k is initially chosen uniformly between [0,Wi −1] where typically Wi is the range 
of the counter. The probability of transmitted packet from node i is unsuccessful due to a 

collision transmission. Let i be the probability that the node i transmits during a randomly 

chosen slot time and  the collision probability. 
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Fig. 5. Flow Chart of GSA 

The node accesses the medium when its backoff counter reaches zero, regardless of the 

backoff stage. i can be calculated in [21,22]. Another modification in MCARD in the 

successful transmission period for two-hop transmission as shown: 

 

 
Finally, given the set of these equations, a non-linear system can be solved to determine 

(collision probability) and i (∀ i = 1, 2, ..., N ). Therefore, in the following sections, we 

can then derive the system throughput. 
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Fig. 6. Markov chain model 

5. 2. Throughput 

In this section, an expression for the saturated throughput of MCARD protocol is 

presented. The saturated throughput S is defined as a ratio of successfully transmitted 

payload size over a randomly chosen slot time duration: 

 

where E[PL]  is the average payload size,   is the average idle slot duration,  

is the average collision slot duration, and  is the average successful transmission slot 

duration. 

Given the slot time size  and the probability that there is at least one node transmitting 
in the considered time slot is , we get: 

 

 

where, is collision probability in direct transmission,  is collision probability in 

cooperative transmission,  and  are collision time in direct and cooperative 

transmission, respectively. 
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where,  is successful time in direct transmission,  is successful time in cooperative 

transmission where source node is at zone III (2 Mbps) and  is successful time in 

cooperative transmission where source nodeis at zone IV (1 Mbps). 

 

 

 

where, [x] is the smallest integer larger than x.  is 1 if x is true, and is 0 otherwise 

and  is the successful probability for node k. 

 

5. 3. Delay 

The average packet delay is the time interval between two successful transmissions at a 

node. If the packet is discarded because it has reached retry limit, the delay for this packet 

will not be included in the computing of the average delay. Let  

denote a random variable representing a packet delay of the intended node i. Thus, the 

average packet delay  is expressed as follows: 

 

where  , , and  stand for the average delay during decreasing the 

backoff counter, the average delay due to a collision transmission, and the average delay of 

a successful transmission, respectively. These average delay values are calculated as 

follows: 

 

 

 
where the average total number of time slots during the backoff (busy) duration 
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Therefore, the total average delay of the network is calculated as follows: 

 

6. Analytical and Simulation Results 

To validate the above analysis, a proposed scenario with a desired angle from source 

node to the relay node is 600. While the desired angles of the relay to both the source and 

AP are 240o and 300o, respectively. The UCA structure consists of twelve isotropic 

elementsin both source and relay nodes. Fig.7 shows the array beam-forming synthesized 

using the GSA [23] with a probe size of 50 and maximum iterations of 1000 to optimize 

the antenna array feedings. As shown in Fig. 7a, the source antenna array maximizes the 

main lobe towards the desired angle towards the relay node. While Fig. 7b shows the 

beam-pattern of the relay node towards the source and AP.  

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

(a) Relay beamforming pattern                                 (b) Relay beamforming pattern 
 

Fig. 7. Antenna array beam-pattern from source to relay 

The parameters used in simulation and analysis are set to the default values specified in 

IEEE 802.11b standard which are summarized in Table 1. 

The MCARD protocol is performed and evaluated for nodes with different data-rates. 

Specifically, the distances of 50m, 65m, 75m and 100m are the thresholds of 11Mbps, 

5.5Mbps, 2Mbps and 1Mbps, respectively. The packets arrive in the network according to 

the Poisson distribution, and the traffic is uniformly distributed across all the nodes in the 

network. 
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Table 1.  

Simulation parameters 

Parameter Value Parameter Value Parameter Value 

Mac header 272 bits Slot time 20 µs CWmin 31 slots 

PHY header 192 bits SIFS 10 µs CWmax 1023 slots 

RTS 352 bits DIFS 50 µs PLCP rate 1 Mbps 

CTS 304 bits CRTS 400 bits µs RRTS 304 bits 

ACK 304 bits CCTS 306 bits CACK 306 bits 

It is well known that the packet length has a major effect on the performance of any 

MAC protocol. Therefore, in Fig. 8, the effect of the packet length on the throughput 

performance of the 802.11b [2], CoopMAC [18], CARD [20] and MCARD protocols is 

studied under ideal channel conditions and a fixed number of nodes which is selected to be 

30 nodes.  The packet size is changed from 400 bytes, at which the RTS/CTS transmission 

technique can be used in the standard IEEE 802.11b, to 2000 byte which is approximately 

the maximum packet length supported by the IEEE 802.11b. When the packet length 

increases, the throughput that can be achieved by the 802.11b, CoopMAC, CARD and 

MCARD protocols increases. The reason is that the overhead including the PLCP header 

and control frames is reduced when the packet length increases. The MCARD protocol 

outperforms the CARD, 802.11b and CoopMAC protocols under different packet lengths 

from the minimum to the maximum value. The MCARD protocol achieves a higher 

throughput the MCARD is based on smart antenna array which gives the advantage of 

transmitting simultaneously for source and relay nodes. The throughput achieved by the 

MCARD protocol is up to 170% more than the 802.11b  and is up to 50% more than 

CoopMAC. In addition the throughput of the MCARD is close to the maximum throughput 

(which is 5 Mbps) that can be achieved when all of the nodes are running at the maximum 

transmission rate which is 11 Mbps. Therefore, MCARD protocol achieves both 

cooperative diversity gain and cooperative multiplexing gain at ideal channel. 

The relation between throughput and network size at fixed packet length 1024 is shown 

in Fig. 9. The 802.11b throughput is approximately constant when network size increase, 

but in MCARD, CARD and CoopMAC protocols the throughput increases with increasing 

of network size.  

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 8. Throughput versus packet length under ideal channel, N=30 nodes. 
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As shown in Fig. 10, the MCARD protocol can achieve total average delay lower than 
that is achieved by the CARD when the number of nodes is 30 nodes. On the contrary, the 
CoopMAC protocol achieves only cooperative diversity gain, where the relay node 
forwards only the information of the source node to the AP. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 9. Throughput vs. network size under ideal channel, L=1024 byte. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 10. Service delay vs. network size, L=1024 byte 

Fig. 11 shows the relationship between total average delay and network size under ideal 

channel conditions for the different protocols. Total average delay for the MCARD 

protocol is substantially lower than that for 802.11b MAC protocol, CoopMAC protocol 

and CARD protocol for the same packet length. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 11. Service delay vs. packet length, n=30 nodes. 
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7. Conclusions 

A modified Medium Access Control protocol is proposed in this paper, named Modified 

Cooperative Access with Relay’s Data based on smart antenna (MCARD) for multi-rate 

WLANs. MCARD uses the best relay node to improve the overall transmission rate for 

low data-rate nodes. Smart antenna beam forming based on GSA optimization technique is 

proposed. This design gives the relay node the opportunity to transmit and receive at the 

same time  based on the SDMA technique. In doing so, MCARD provides a novel 

transmission mechanism for the relay node and therefore can achieve both cooperative 

diversity gain and multiplexing gain. The MCARD achieves throughput higher than 

802.11b by up to 170%, higher than CoopMAC by up to 50%, and higher than CARD 

approximately by 10% under ideal channel conditions with varying packet length at fixed 

number of nodes. Finally, MCARD has lower total average delay than other protocols. 
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وائيا الذكي ني المعدل مع بيانا النقط البينيه باستخدا ال  الولوج التعا

خص العربى:  الم

ني مع بيانا الوسيط ) خو التعا يل ال ا تحت أسم تع ي توكوا ج حث يق بر ا ال ( MCARDه
ق ا ا الم ي لش ي المح توكو.   الاس ر ا ال ي ه عي يع ا ال وماإ فرص المح  سا المع

م إلي نق ااتصا ) اص ب ا  ( APال سي باست ا  الوسيط   .   مح سا  في الـ مص اإ
(MCARD)  ما  يرسا اص ب وما ال اح المع قت  ع ، ( APكل من الوسيط  الـ ) إل في 

ا التوالي لك باست ي،  وائي تق وائي ال يتم تصميم  ال كي.  كي ال ا  ال ب  21باست ائي الق هوائي ث
و الموجي  يا  نصف ال تفا مسا ي با ا ع ي من بع وائيا ع مسافا  متسا ضع ه ال يتم   ،

مو اإشعاعي ع كل من المص  يل ال وائيا لتش توضع ه ال  . ائر ر نتائجمحيط   الوسيط.  ت
يل توكو   التح ر حو تحسن MCARDالمحاكا لـ م  جو في  م  اإنتاجي ن حيثم (QoS) ال

فالتأخير  ر ل  . في  ا ااتصا الي لق  م


